The selection problem of size n is, given a set of n elements drawn from an ordered universe and an integer k with 1 k n, to identify the kth smallest element in the set. We study approximate and exact selection on deterministic concurrent-read concurrent-write parallel RAMs, where approximate selection with relative accuracy > 0 asks for any element whose true rank di ers from k by at most n. Our main results are: (1) Exact selection problems of size n can be solved in O(logn=log logn) time with O(n loglog n=logn) processors. This running time is the best possible (using only a polynomial number of processors), and the number of processors is optimal for the given running time (optimal speedup); the best previous algorithm achieves optimal speedup with a running time of O(logn log n=loglogn). (2) For all t (log log n) 4 log n, approximate selection problems of size n can be solved in O(t) time with optimal speedup with relative accuracy 2 ?tlogloglogn=(loglogn) 3 ; no deterministic PRAM algorithm for approximate selection with a running time below (log n=loglog n) was previously known.
Introduction
Selecting the element of prescribed rank from an ordered (but not sorted) set is an important and well-studied problem. Selection clearly reduces to sorting, but in fact is an easier problem: Blum et al. 6] showed that selection from a set of size n can be performed in linear time O(n) sequentially, in contrast to the (n logn) sequential time complexity of sorting. Considerable research has gone into determining the parallel complexity of selection. Valiant 24] introduced the parallel comparison-tree (PCT) model and showed that any deterministic algorithm in the PCT model for nding the maximum of n elements using p processors requires (n=p+log(log n= log(1+p=n))) time. Since nding the maximum is a special case of selection, this lower bound applies to selection in general as well. Azar and Pippenger 4] , building on the work of Ajtai et al. 3] , gave a matching upper bound for the PCT model. Reischuk 23] showed that in the randomized PCT model, selection can be done in constant expected time using a linear number of processors, which is clearly optimal. The problem of selection in the PCT model has therefore been completely solved. The PCT model counts only comparisons, however, while processing of any other kind is considered free. For this reason lower bounds obtained for the PCT model apply to all parallel comparison-based algorithms, but upper bounds do not carry over to other, more realistic, models of parallel computation. Considerable attention has been devoted recently to selection on xed-interconnection networks 21, 22, 17, 18] . Since this is only peripherally relevant to our work, we do not describe these results.
In the PRAM model of computation (see, e.g., 16]), the upper bounds for the PCT model demonstrably cannot be matched. It follows as an easy corollary ?] to the lower bound of Beame and H astad 5] that any (randomized) algorithm that selects the kth smallest among n elements on a p-processor CRCW PRAM has an (expected) running time of (log k= loglogp). In particular, nding the median requires (log n= loglogn) time using any polynomial number of processors. It is not di cult to solve selection problems of size n in (the best possible) time (log n=loglog n) on the CRCW PRAM, but straightforward algorithms for this task use a vast number of processors. An important design goal is to get by with as few operations as possible, where, as usual, the number of operations executed by a parallel algorithm is de ned as the product of the number of processors used and the number of time steps needed by the algorithm. The obvious sequential simulation of any parallel computation shows that the number of operations executed by a parallel algorithm for a given problem is always (T), where T is the sequential complexity of the problem. A parallel algorithm that uses only O(T) operations is said to have optimal speedup or to be optimal, because it employs the available processors in the most e cient manner possible (up to a constant factor). The development of optimal algorithms is one of the most important goals of current research in parallel computation.
In the special case of selection, the result of Blum et al. 6 ] implies that an optimal algorithm is one that executes O(n) operations. Cole 8] gave an optimal deterministic CRCW PRAM algorithm for selection with a running time of O(log n log n=log logn), and Dietz and Raman 10] recently described an optimal algorithm that selects the kth smallest among n elements in O(loglog n + log k=loglog n) time if 1 k n 1=3 , which is optimal for this range of k. The problem of discovering a deterministic CRCW PRAM algorithm for general selection that combines the optimal running time of O(log n=log logn) with the optimal operation count of O(n) has remained unsolved, and no progress was made on this front since the publication of Cole's paper.
Attempts have been made to circumvent the lower bounds mentioned above by replacing exact selection by approximate selection. Here, in addition to a target rank k 2 f1; : : :; ng, an accuracy parameter > 0 is speci ed, and the task is to select an element whose rank is guaranteed to lie between k ? n and k + n. Upper and lower bounds for the complexity of approximate selection in the PCT model were given by Alon and Azar 1] . In the PRAM setting, the lower bound of Beame and H astad does not apply directly to approximate selection, although it can be used to place bounds on the accuracy obtainable with a given amount of resources (i.e., processors and time). Hagerup 13] , extending a result of Goodrich 12] , showed that approximate selection problems of size n can be solved in constant time with high probability on an n-processor CRCW PRAM for = 1=(logn) O(1) , which is the best possible accuracy for the stated time and processor bounds. On the other hand, no deterministic PRAM algorithms for approximate selection were previously known.
In this paper we describe deterministic CRCW PRAM algorithms for the problems of approximate and exact selection. Our main result (Theorem 11) is that for all t (log logn) 4 log n, approximate selection problems of size n can be solved with optimal speedup with relative accuracy 2 ?tlogloglogn=(loglogn) 3 . The minimum running time is hence (log logn) 4 log n, but allowing more time yields a better accuracy, a tradeo that has been observed before 15, 14] . As a major step in establishing the main result, in Section ? we develop a slightly faster but nonoptimal selection algorithm. As an easy corollary of the main result, we nally (Theorem 12) derive an optimal algorithm for exact selection with a running time of O(log n=log logn), thereby solving the open problem left by Cole's paper.
Our algorithms combine techniques developed in several previous papers. In Section 3 we use the idea, pioneered by Ajtai et al. 3 ], of running the AKS sorting network 2] for a small number of stages in order to obtain a certain kind of approximate sorting. In Section 4 we combine this with methods employed by Cole 8] , some of which go back to the linear-time selection algorithm of Blum et al. 6 ]. Speci cally, the most important idea here is to perform approximate selection from a set by partitioning it into a collection of disjoint subsets, drawing a sample of elements with regularly spaced ranks from each subset, and then selecting from the union of the samples.
The resource requirements of our algorithms exhibit fairly large constant factors due to the use of the AKS sorting network. For some of our results we are currently developing alternative algorithms with the same performance bounds, as captured by the O-notation, that avoid the use of the AKS network and have smaller constant factors.
Preliminaries
A fundamental operation in parallel computation is that of compaction, i.e., given k objects stored one object to a cell in some of the cells of a (large) array (k in general is unknown), place the k objects one object to a cell in an array of size k. Compaction can be done by means of pre x summation, but pre x summation is too slow for our purposes. We therefore have to resort to approximate compaction with padding factor > 0, where the k objects are to be placed in an array of size at most (1 + )k, rather than exactly k. As demonstrated in the following lemma, approximate compaction can be done fast. The size of an (approximate) compaction problem is the size of the array originally holding the objects to be moved. 3 , approximate compaction problems of size n and with padding factor 2 ?tlogloglogn=(loglogn) 3 can be solved in O(t) time using O(n) operations.
Lemma 1. (Approximate Compaction, 14]) For all t (loglog n)
The above lemma directly leads to a procedure for estimating the rank of an element in a set.
Lemma 2. (approximate ranking) Given an ordered set S of size n and an element s 2 S, an approximation b r to the rank r of s in S with r b r (5=4)r can be computed in O((loglog n) 3 ) time using O(n) operations.
Proof. Compare s to each element in S. This yields n bits, r of which are ones. Apply Lemma 1 with t = (log logn) 3 to compact the ones among the n bits into an array of size at most (5=4)r (the padding factor in fact is much smaller than 1=4) and take b r to be the size of this array (which is clearly at least r).
It is now easy to obtain a method for fast brute-force selection using a large number of processors. For > 0, we use \ -select" as a convenient shorthand for \select with relative accuracy ". Lemma 3. With n 2 processors, we can 1 4 -select from n elements in time O((log log n) 3 ).
Proof. Compute an approximate rank for each element according to Lemma 2 and return any element whose approximate rank b r satis es k b r (5=4)k, where k is the target rank. There is at least one such element, namely the element of rank k. On the other hand, if an element has true rank r and estimated rank b r and k b r (5=4)k, then (3=4)k (4=5)k r (5=4)k, i.e., the algorithm is correct.
Fast Approximate Selection
In this section, we describe a simple algorithm that performs approximate selection. The algorithm proceeds as follows. Given an ordered set and a desired range of ranks (an element with rank in the desired set is to be chosen), rst, a subset of elements is chosen, most of whose ranks are in the desired range. If this subset were sorted, then the elements with rank outside the range would be in contiguous blocks at the beginning and end of the sorted set. Thus any element with rank (in this subset) bounded away from the extreme ranks (in this subset) has rank (in the original set) within the desired range. To nish up, the algorithm selects an element from this subset whose rank is bounded away from the extreme ranks.
We rst describe the algorithm that chooses a subset of elements, most of which have ranks in the desired range. Our algorithm is based on the AKS sorting network 2] and further improvements and expositions of it 19, 20, 9] . The AKS network consists of levels of at most n comparators each, and it is easy to see that d levels of comparators can be simulated by a PRAM with n processors in time O(d). We give a brief description of the aspects of the AKS network that are relevant to us.
Let n = 2 d for some positive integer d. Consider a complete binary tree of depth d with the leaves numbered 1 through n from left to right in the natural way. Say an input key is addressed to a node if its rank is the number of a leaf in the subtree rooted at that node. The AKS network can be thought of as moving the input keys along the edges of this tree. Initially all the keys are in the root. The number of keys at a node varies with time, but all the nodes at the same level have the same number of keys at a given time. Nodes at odd levels are empty at odd times and nodes at even levels are empty at even times. Say a key in a node is an outsider if it is not addressed to the node. Say it is an outsider of order j if it would continue to be an outsider if it were moved j levels up along the path to the root. The main argument of the AKS network is that the number of strangers at a node decreases with time.
The following analysis follows the exposition in 9]. Let A = 4; = Let T be the smallest integer such that T > 3(j+b) and T (j+b) (mod 2). We have 3(j +b)+2 T. Set b = log logn. The fact that is admissible ensures that j + b < d ? 6 . Let x and y denote the number of keys at u and the number of outsiders of order b at u at time T, respectively. Then (1), (2) and the choice of b ensure that x 2 n and that y < x (log n) 7 . We can therefore take S to be the set of keys stored at u at time T.
The algorithms needs to simulate the AKS network for T steps; hence the time taken is O(3(2j + b) + 2) = O(log 1 + log logn).
We now give an algorithm that selects an element whose rank is bounded away from the extreme ranks. Let A be an ordered set of size m. For 1 2 , we de ne an -median of A to be any element with rank in fm ; : : :; m ? m g.
Note that selecting an -median is the same as g. This idea is used in the linear time selection algorithm of 6]. We observe that instead of selecting exact medians, if we select an -median in each group and a -median from among the medians, then the element selected is an -median in the original set.
The algorithm described below uses k = N = p m. After recursively selecting -medians in each group (for some ), it uses the algorithm of Lemma 3 to select a 1 4 -median from among the selected elements. Since N = p m it has the required processor advantage. -median from these elements using Lemma 3. Clearly the algorithm nds a 1 2 -median when i = 1. Assuming, by induction, that the algorithm nds an j -median for j < i, consider the element found by i -Median-Select. Among the elements selected in the columns, it is larger than at least 4.2 The O(log n) round paradigm Suppose we have a generic reduction procedure with a parameter k that does the following: Given a set of m elements, and a value k, it performs m logk operations and outputs a subset of elements of size m k . Our goal is to obtain, from a set of n elements, a subset of at most n s elements, for some s. We show how to do this with O(log n) applications of the reduction procedure.
We execute a number of rounds, in which we invoke the reduction procedure with increasing values k 1 ; k 2 ; : : :. In each succesive round we perform roughly half the number of operations used in the previous round. We need to ensure that the output set, B, is not too small, so we execute rounds while k i < s. Then we execute one nal round with k i = s. Then, it is easy to see that jBj n s 3 . By Lemma 8, B is a -sample of A, where = 1=k 1 +1=k 2 + +1=s 2=k. The time used is O(logk 1 +log k 2 + +log s) = O(log s). Note that for the nal round also, the number of operations performed is at most half of the number in the previous round. Thus the number of operations is O(n logk).
Optimal Approximate Selection
Lemma 10. Brute-force approximate selection] For all given positive integers n, k and t with n; k 4 and t (loglog n) 4 , -selection from n elements can be done in O(t) time and O(n log k) operations with = 2=k + 2 ?t Proof. If k > 2 t , then n logk > nt and we can use Theorem 6 to 2 ?t -select. Otherwise, let s = 2 t , notice s > log n. If s > n 1 6 then t = (log n) and exact selection can be done using Cole's algorithm 8]. Thus we can assume without loss of generality that 4 k s n 1=6 . Let n 0 be the smallest power of 2 no less than n and let k 0 be the smallest power of two no less than 2k. Increase the number of elements in the set to n 0 by introducing n 0 ? n dummy elements with values larger than that of any real element. The dummy elements do not change the rank of any real element. Call the new set A. Write 0 = 2 k 0 + 2 ?(t+1) . A simple calculation shows that 0 -selecting the appropriate rank from A is equivalent to -selecting from the original set.
Let R be the given desired rank. 4 log n, approximate selection problems of size n can be solved using O(t) time, O(n) operations and O(n) space with relative error bound 2 ?tlogloglogn=(loglogn) 3 .
Proof. We rst observe that we can use the algorithm of Lemma 10 to obtain the following reduction procedure parameterized by k: Use the algorithm with t = (log log n) 4 and k, to select two boundary elements close to the element sought, but guaranteed to be on either side of it, use approximate compaction to (1) remove all elements that are not between the boundary elements, and (2) to estimate the number of elements smaller than the smallest boundary element. From this we can estimate the rank among the remaining elements of the element sought. As in Lemma 10, the gaps created by approximate compaction can be lled with dummy elements larger than any real element. The compacted array of elements between the boundary elements is the output set. Note that for k logn, the accuracy of selection, , is less than 4=k and hence the output set is of size O(n=k). The operation count is O(n logk) as required.
The optimal algorithm uses the O(log n) paradigm with the above reduction procedure, with k 1 = 64. The rounds are executed until the size of the remaining set is n= logn. Each round requires O((log logn) 4 ) time and at most log n rounds are executed. The number of operations is O(n log k 1 ) = O(n).
Note that as in the proof of Lemma 10, we may assume that t < (logn)=6. Once we have m n= logn elements, we may use the algorithm of Lemma 10 to select using O(mt) = O(n) operations.
Optimal Exact Selection
Theorem 12. Optimal exact selection] For all integers n 4, selection problems of size n can be solved using O(log n=loglogn) time, O(n) operations and O(n) space.
Proof. Let R be the desired rank. We rst use the optimal approximate selection algorithm (Theorem 11) with t = log n= loglogn. This gives an accuracy better than 2 ? p log n . We approximately select for ranks R ? n2 ? p log n and R + n2 ? p log n . The two elements found will have rank within n2 ? p log n of the target ranks, and will therefore sandwich the rank R element. Further, their ranks can di er by at most 4n2 ? p log n , because of the di erence between the target ranks and the level of accuracy.
We use exact compaction to count the number of elements smaller than the smaller selected element. Then we use exact compaction to eliminate all the elements with values not in between the values selected. Let m 4n2 ? p log n be the number of elements remaining. We can now easily calculate the rank of the element sought in this subset; simply subtract the number of small elements from R. The compaction steps can be done optimally in time O(log n= loglog n).
The task then is to select from m elements. We have n m2 p log m processors. Thus we can speed up Cole's merge sort as shown in 7] to sort in time O(logm= log log(2 p log m )) = O(log n= loglogn), and pick the element of desired rank.
